Remote Learning for Junior School Prep – Year 2
Learning Goal
and Subject

Physical
Education
Lesson

Task, Resources & Links

Learning Task One: Hop, Skip, Jump
Hop, Skip & Jump
https://youtu.be/aKk3Hv12_LA
Set up a little course around your house or in your backyard whereby
you can practice your locomotion skills. Spend time hopping on one
foot, skipping back and forth and jump making sure you are taking off
two feet and landing on two feet.

Learning Task Two: Dance Party
Dance Party
Turn the music up! Have a 10-minute dance party with anyone around.
Here are some links or simply use your own music.
To develop various
locomotion skill

To develop hop,
skip & jump

Media Arts
Lesson

Character and
colour

HOKEY POKEY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YzSJBowPECY
CHICKEN DANCE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4xmV5uHWNag
MOVE AND FREEZE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=388Q44ReOWE&t=5s

Learning Task Three: Obstacle course
Pavement Obstacle course
Hi parents, I came across this and thought it would be a lovely activity
to do with your children. You need coloured chalk but if you don’t have
that then maybe use tape.
Please enjoy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9plpS7wk-J8
THE COLOUR MONSTER is a story about emotions. Watch the story
read by Mr Rook: https://youtu.be/mPCKL94ACYM
It’s about a monster who needs to sort his feelings into colours.

WILF
Colour to match a
mood

Again, note the colours used to show each emotion.

It’s ok to feel all of these emotions and sometime we feel them all at
once. What would the monster look like if he felt MUDDLED?

Learning Task One: Colour the monster
COLOUR the MONSTER (colouring in page attached) in the EMOTIONS
you are feeling or have felt today. This means there might be more
than just one colour.
Have fun.
THE COLOUR MONSTER by Anna Llenas
(story extract)
This is my friend the colour monster.
Today he’s all mixed up and very confused. He doesn’t know why.

LOTE
Japanese
Lesson

Learning Task One: Shadow Puppets
WALT explore the
Japanese tradition
of shadow
puppetry.

In Japan, they often tell traditional stories using shadow puppets. For
example, they might tell stories about folk heroes, like Kintaro, or
stories that have a moral to learn, such as Urashima Taro.

Kintaro animation

Urashima Taro shadow puppets

Watch this video to see the clever shadow puppets that can be made
with just your hands:
https://youtu.be/jmFhgFIyraw
Raymond Crowe “What a Wonderful World”
What did you notice about how the shadows were made?
To make a shadow you need 3 things:
1. A light source
2. A surface
3. Something to go in between
When we are outside, the light source is the Sun, the surface is the
ground or walls and we are the things that go in between.

The shape of the shadow depends on how the person, animal or thing
in positioned. The size also depends on how close or far away they are
from the light source.
Experiment with using your body to create different shadows outside (if
it’s not too cloudy or rainy!). Can you make a story out of your
shadows?

Extension Task One:
Create a shadow puppet by tracing or drawing the outline of an animal,
person or something else on a piece of paper. Cut it out and attach it to
a stick. You will then need a dark room, a torch or lamp and a wall.
Practise using your shadow puppets to make characters. Can you make
them look bigger or smaller by moving them towards and away from
the light? You could also use props and your hands to make different
shadows. Create a story using your shadow puppets.
Here is a video some other children made using their puppets:
https://youtu.be/iCmFWJjc4RA
The Three Little Piggies

Learning Task Two: Shishi~mai
WALT explore the
tradition of
Shishi~mai (The
Lion Dance).

**Parent note – some students find the puppet scary, not
recommended for Prep.
Don’t be scared, the Shishi~mai is here to bring you good luck!
Shishi~mai or the Lion Dance is performed at special occasions in Japan,
such as for New Year, festivals and other celebrations. Shishi means
“lion” in Japanese.
The purpose of Shishi~mai is to drive away the bad spirits and to give
you protection and benefits, such as being good at school, being
healthy and growing up well.
Shishi-mai is a good lion and he might pretend to bite your head, to get
rid of your bad dreams and give you good luck!

Be brave.
Shishi is a good lion.
He brings you luck by biting your head!

Extension Task Two:
If you are feeling brave, watch the video of the Shishi~mai performing
and trying to bite people’s heads. Remember that it is only a puppet
and not real:
https://youtu.be/IhtMN91iK50
Shishi-mai performance
Have a go at drawing the Shishi~mai costume
or trace/colour the picture (see website PDF document).
Visual Art
Lesson

WALT- use the
correct colouring
technique.
WILF- follow
instructions on the
colouring
technique poster.

Learning Task One: Colour techniques
Follow instructions on the colouring technique poster.

Colour in the figures on your cartoon family drawing.
- Colour all the skin the same colour.
- Remember to change the colours on the eyes- so you can see the
different parts(eyelids, white, iris/colour part and the pupil/black)
- Think about changing the colours on the clothes so they stand out.
- Make sure each part of the person is clear.

